Systems Management

HOW CAN YOU
MANAGE WHAT
YOU CAN’T SEE?
Inventory

Business challenge: You can’t manage it if you
don’t know it exists
Do you have 100% permanent visibility of all hardware and software
on your IT estate?
With dispersed offices around the country, and with an ever
increasing number of road warriors and home workers, it’s really
difficult to know what you’ve got out there.
However, due to compliancy issues, annual budgeting and “one off”
projects, you need to be able to locate that information quickly,
without having to send technicians from one office to another, filling
excel sheets.

The solution: Know what you have
Systems Management Inventory module will provide you with
permanent up-to-date information and complete visibility of all your
IT devices.

All inventory data at your finger tips
How many “once off” tasks does your IT dept run per year related
to software / hardware? Whether it is for a compliancy audit or
budgeting for your HW for the next year these tasks are generally
time consuming. With Systems Management you can access all
hardware and software centrally for one, some or all devices.
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So what’s
included?
Hardware and software
inventory
Control what software is
installed on which devices.
Define and control what
software can and cannot
be used on one, some or all
devices.
Hardware/Software/
System change logs
Expedite problem
diagnostics by getting
all information on your
hardware/software and
system changes for each
device at a glance.
Software licensing control
Keep track of the number
of licenses for any
software package used
across your entire IT
estate.

Systems Management
Inventory

Get an overview of your entire IT
estate at a glance

How much energy is your IT
system consuming?

Quickly get a global view of your entire IT
estate form one dashboard. See how many
devices are online / offline. How many devices
are not protected by Antivirus / Firewall?. How
many patches your system is missing?

From the energy usage audit not only can you
see what you have got you can also see how
much energy it is consuming and how much
that energy is costing your company. Drill down
and see how much each specific device costs.
This can help you to implement and track green
initiatives in your company.

Get the detailed data you need:
Filters
Find any information about your company’s
hardware and software in just a few seconds
and identify which devices have outdated
versions of applications, which have the oldest
hardware, which are running out of disk space,
etc.

Know how many licenses you are
using
Define thresholds for software licenses to
ensure you are not exceeding your limit and
identify which specific devices have the
software in question installed.

Expediting troubleshooting:
Change logs
How much time is generally spent on
diagnosing end user issues? Over email or
by the phone the general question is “What
did you do to your PC?” to which the answer
is generally “nothing, honest!” The change
log will show you all systems, hardware and
software changes expediting troubleshooting
by identifying incident triggers in a fraction of
the time.

The virtuous circle:
Try it now at it-systemsmanagement.pandasecurity.com
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